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Gaming Disorder 
and Addiction



What is a gaming disorder? 

“…a pattern of gaming behavior (“digital-gaming” or “video-
gaming”) characterized by impaired control over gaming, 
increasing priority given to gaming over other activities to the 
extent that gaming takes precedence over other interests and daily 
activities, and continuation or escalation of gaming despite the 
occurrence of negative consequences.” – WHO ICD 11



Diagnosing gaming disorder 

1. Significant impairment in areas of functioning

2. Experience impairment for at least 12 months



Aspects of video gaming addiction
1. Preoccupation

2. Withdrawal

3. Tolerance

4. Reduce

5. Give up other activities

6. Continue despite problems

7. Deceive 

8. Escape mood

9. Risk  



General examples



Manifestations - Fortnite



General examples

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R--s3wwIl_s https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-
5826465/Girl-nine-rehab-addicted-Fortnite-
video-game-wet-herself.html



Debates and controversy
•Underlying conditions 

•An escape 

• Inconclusive evidence 

•Psychological gambling 



Scope for legal and 
governmental intervention?

South Korean 
ban

UK NSH 
treatment 

Courts
Smallwood v NCSoft Corporation 

(US DC Hawaii)



Specific example: 
Loot boxes



What is a loot box? 
Definition = A loot box is a digital grab bag of randomised rewards

Overwatch

FIFA



Loot boxes = gambling?
Psychological Legal

In psychological literature, Professor 
Griffiths has identified 5 criteria 
distinguishing gambling from other forms of 
risky behaviour: 
1. The exchange of money or valuable 

goods
2. An unknown future event determines 

the exchange 
3. Chance at least partly determines the 

outcome
4. Non-participation can avoid incurring 

losses
5. Winners gain at the sole expense of 

losers

Most legal definitions of gambling 
require the ability to cash out the 
winnings for real-world currency



What do you think?



Gambling-related behaviours

• Short term consequences 
e.g. overspending

• Longer term consequences 
e.g. facilitating a move to 
more conventional forms of 
gambling



Case Study: Star Wars 
Battlefront II
• Battlefront II loot boxes contained randomised rewards including 

Star Cards, weapons, cosmetics and other resources that could be 
used in gameplay

• Star Cards let players customise, augment and increase the level of 
their characters – vital to the game’s progression system

• Star Cards can be purchased using either Credits or Crystals



Regulatory Interventions
• Belgium/Netherlands – ruled that certain loot boxes are subject to 

Belgian gambling laws and are therefore illegal

• China/Japan – require loot boxes games to disclose the pay-out 
rates

• US – no laws regulating loot boxes but there have been legislative 
proposals in different states

• UK – ruled that loot boxes are not illegal 



Industry Responses
“Apps offering ‘loot boxes’ or 
other mechanisms that provide 
randomized virtual items for 
purchase must disclose the odds 
of receiving each type of item 
prior to purchase.”

– Apple App Store Review 
Guidelines Section 3.1.1



Conclusion



Food for thought…
• How can the law minimize the onset or effects of video game 

addiction?

• Should gamers be allowed to claims against developers for 
addictive features in games? How strong are end user license 
agreements? 

• How can the law work in this area so as to not restrict what 
games represent to users? 

• How can you distinguish between addiction symptoms versus 
games that promote such behaviors?


